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In 1920, the Tohoku Journal of Experimental Medicine (TJEM) was founded by professors of Tohoku Imperial University, Medical School (Shibahara 2009, 2010). The three founding editors were Toshihiro Fujita (Physiology), Toyozo Kato (Internal Medicine) and Yasutaka Satake (Physiology). The first Issue of the TJEM was published on April 29, 1920, and then, the TJEM has been published continuously, except for the year of 1946 just after the World War II. The TJEM has just entered 100th year of the publication, and will celebrate its 100th anniversary of the founding in 2020.

The representative historic articles published by the TJEM during 100 years include the study on the endocrine function of pancreas by Kumagai and Osato (1920), the case report on Chédiak-Higashi syndrome by Higashi (1954), the case report on insulin autoimmune syndrome by Hirata and Ishizu (1972), and the establishment of the rat model of type 2 diabetes mellitus, Goto-Kakizaki rats (Goto et al. 1976). Moreover, Hans Selye, the famous founder of the stress theory, published two original articles in the TJEM (Selye 1958; Ishii et al. 1961).

On March 11, 2011, the Great East-Japan Earthquake (magnitude 9.0) attacked the Tohoku region (northeastern Japan), which included Sendai City (Shibahara 2011, 2012; Ishigaki et al. 2013). The earthquake generated a devastating tsunami, leading to unprecedented disasters (~18,500 victims) in coastal areas of Iwate, Miyagi and Fukushima prefectures. Moreover, the Great East-Japan Earthquake caused the Fukushima Nuclear Accident, which spread radioactive materials and produced both internal and external exposure.

In April 2011, just after the Great East Japan Earthquake, the TJEM added the field of disaster prevention sciences including earthquake archeology to its subject area (Shibahara 2011). The TJEM is now open to original articles in all branches of medical sciences and relevant areas, including clinical medicine, basic/translational medicine, social medicine, nursing sciences, and disaster prevention sciences. The recent publication of the TJEM included the reports on sleep disturbance among survivors of the Great East Japan Earthquake (Yabe et al. 2018), and psychological problems after the Fukushima Nuclear Accident (Hino et al. 2016; Murakami et al. 2019), and the backup system for patient clinical information against disaster (Ido et al., 2019).

The Tohoku Medical Megabank (TMM) Project is a reconstruction program from the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami, and was funded and started in February 2012 (Minegishi et al. 2019). The aim of the project is to establish two large population cohorts; a TMM community cohort study and a TMM birth-and-three-generation cohort study, and a biobank based on these two cohorts. The TMM biobank is the largest population-based biobank in Japan, covering a wide range of generations, and will be able to generate an important infrastructure for the realization of next-generation medicine.

In May 2019, we welcome the new Japanese Era, Reiwa. Reiwa means ‘beautiful harmony’ according to the Ministry of the Foreign Affairs of Japan. In this first Issue of the TJEM in the Reiwa Era, we are very pleased to publish an invited review article on the Tohoku Medical Megabank Project by Minegishi et al. (2019), and start to celebrate 100 years of the TJEM. The invited review series on various topics for celebrating 100 years of the TJEM will continue until the end of 2020.
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